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From the standpoint of information medicine (IM), a multidimensional understanding of 
the world of the human body, it assumes the presence of the following levels:

I - informational "I" level. Thought / thinking of a person. The energy of 
thought, psychic energy carries information and determines the state of level II - 
the energy body "E".

II - energy level "E". A wave oscillatory circuit or a thin body, or an 
electromagnetic field (EMF), or a chronal, or so-called quantum field determines 
the state of the physical body "FT".

III - physical level. Dense physical body "FT". Matter of a wave nature, 
including all the physical properties of waves.

Life is possible only with the optimal interaction of these three levels. By 
combining the above levels I and II, a new system is formed in the human body: 
the “energy-information system” and its optimal integration with the “FT” leads to 
energy-information homeostasis, “information
homeostasis ”[1], followed by the development of neurohumoral homeostasis, 
which ensures good health. From the point of view of MI and fundamental 
knowledge of normal (systematic) human anatomy, the introduction and study of 
the section of the human energy-information system into human anatomy is 
extremely important in understanding the achievement of full-fledged human 
health by any type of therapy, especially biophysical types of therapy.

A. Einstein discovered the law of mutual transformation of mass and energy E 
= mc2, where the relationship of energy and mass is confirmed and the idea of   the 
possibility of converting light energy and mass into each other. General relativity 
has combined time, space and matter. It turned out that matter changes the 
properties of space and the course of time. E = mc2 [2]. According to this formula, 
matter is nothing more than a temporary form of expression of energetic 
condensation, which can disappear in a split second. The decisive formative 
principle is not mass, but information-driven energy. Einstein was the first to show 
that these two worlds - the world of matter and the world of energy - are 
permeable, you just need to see the connection between them and learn how to 
convert mass into energy and vice versa. It is considered proven that in living 
systems all biochemical processes are under genetic control, and the rate of 
biochemical reactions is associated with the energy of the cell, the energetic 
organization of the organism as a whole. Energy in the broadest sense of 
understanding is the basis of all that exists on Earth.

A person / humanity lives on planet Earth and is in a single energy-
informational field (UEIP). The earth is a giant magnet around which a magnetic 
field is formed. In 1905, Einstein named one of the five main mysteries of physics 
of the time - the cause of terrestrial magnetism. The planet forms around itself an 
absolute magnetic field - the magnetosphere. It follows from this that all living 
organisms are “programmed” to appear and develop in the environment of the 
absolute earth's magnetic field, which is characterized by a sufficiently significant 
role for all biochemical processes in the body. All fauna: plants, animals, people are 
influenced
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terrestrial magnetism. All living things need magnetism as much as water, air, food 
or sunlight.

Rice. one.The Earth's magnetosphere extends over more than ten radii of our 
planet. It serves as a natural shield that protects the population from destructive 
cosmic rays.

From the point of view of MI, health, formula E = mc2 corresponds to the norm of 
health and it can be considered as follows.

We assume that in the formula "M" is a symbol Matheral energy. The highest 
manifestation (m) mmaterial energy on planet Earth are the energies of the bodies 
of the planet Earth itself, of man / humanity, possessing the power (m)
- magnetic attraction. From the position of Eastern philosophy, this is "yin" energy. 
Sign "-".

"C2" - energy symbol WITHVeta, penetrating the mass (FT) with the speed 
squared, is the highest manifestation of the energy of the spirit (EEIP): c - 
consciousness, c - cordiality, love, kindness shown squared to align the force of 
attraction of material energy. "Yang" energy. "+" Sign. "In a sense, the human body 
is a system that is subordinate to the rhythm of the heart, since it is the source of 
the most powerful electrical activity of the generated potentials [5]."

"E" - a symbol transformed through the consciousness of a person / humanity,
(E) - NSthe energy of light necessary to sustain life itself.

Thus conditionally "M" - the energy of matter, "with" - energy withhearts, "E" -
glow emanating from the bodies of a person / humanity, planet Earth.

The quantum theory of electromagnetic radiation is based on the idea that 
electrons emit and absorb energy in discrete portions - quanta. The word 
"quantum" comes from the Latin wordquantum - how much, and "photon" is from 
the Greek word photos - light. How to provide my body with energy of quanta of 
light? What does it all depend on?

The central bioenergy channel, which runs along the cerebrospinal axis, with 
sufficient openness, provides free passage of energy flows (yin "-", yang "+"), 
information and bioenergetic exchanges. The transmission of information through 
the channel, represented by the central nervous system, is provided with the help 
of the energy of light quanta, which gives an impulse to neurotransmitter 
exchanges.
in Dahl's dictionary - m. Greek. white-skinned, sensual or chul lived in the body;the 
vehicle of feelings and all animal activities (movement, nutrition, assimilation),
between the focus of brain activity and other parts of the body; "Aramaic. ancient 
language means"connection""; in the Ozhegov dictionary - one of the finest
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filaments, forming a branching system that connects the brain with other organs 
and tissues of the body; pl. h. This whole system as a whole, which determines the 
activity of the organism and human behavior.

Nerve fiber provides communication, conduction, permeability: the 
transmission of light energy, directed waves at a certain speed, with the 
participation of certain own neurotransmitters, with the subsequent development 
of depolarization of the cell membrane (excitation of synapses - Na, K ions) and 
hyperpolarization (inhibition of synapses - K, Cl ions ).

E = mc2, where "M" - body weight of a person / humanity, planet,
imbued with the energy of quanta of light "C2", is the main condition for 
maintaining an optimal energy status, and this ensures a continuous relationship 
with the UEIP, an influx of renewed energies and the safe maintenance of life itself. 
I live fully until “c" - light with speed squared penetrates me, my mass - "m"And 
interacts with me. From this it follows that I am optimally generating energy (glow) 
[8] -"E" and at all levels: "I", "E", "FT" optimal dissymetry [4], harmonization [5], 
synchronization, polarization [4] is achieved. Life events are built from the 
understanding thatconsciousness is primary, and matter is secondary, to be in the 
light.

To provide E = mc2, health standards are necessary openness of the central 
bioenergy information channel, but from the position
Eastern philosophy - the channel "sushumna". From Wikipedia "Sushumna, 
Sushumna Nadi (Skt." Sunbeam ") - according to the ideas of Indian yoga,
the central Nadi (channel) of the human energy system. This
the energy channel passes through the inner part of the spinal column ... 
originates at the base of the spine (at the location of the Kundalini), runs along the 
spinal cord and ends at the crown of the head .... the strength of the Kundalini, 
awakening, rises up to the Sahasrara chakra. " The state of the Sahasrara - chakra 
provides the entry of the energy of the light stream, the sky - the sign "+", and 
Kundalini, respectively, the entry of the energy of the Earth - the sign "-". To open 
the Sushumna channel, it is necessary to create optimal conditions for
opening of the Sahasrara chakra, which will allow the optimal amount of light energy 
to penetrate the FT.

Rice. 2.Sushumna Nadi's scheme

A person, according to the principle of similarity, in accordance with his 
information-energetic status, due to magnetic properties, attracts to himself what 
he is, what he emits - the same energy-informational similarities, and enhances his 
initial spectral characteristics. It becomes clear the meaning of a person's thinking 
stereotype (level I) and the consequences
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this mindset for his health.
Bioobjects on Earth and, above all, humans, like the body of the planet Earth, 

are 70–80% water. Water captures the information that has entered the body. In 
this aspect, the studies of Masaru Emoto (Japan), who study the effects of 
informational influence on water, are of great interest [6]. Photos from the books 
of M. Emoto.

Rice. 3."Failure"
brooch.
such a label on the water bottle. 
Water is trying to form a crystal

"Luck" Crystal is like a diamond.

Perfect, harmonious beauty

Rice. 4
Exposure to radiation
mobile phone for water (dead 
water)

"Love and gratitude" (living 
water)

The photo (Fig. 4) shows the negative destructive effect of cell phone 
vibrations (external factor) on water. Without removing the phone (external factor), 
the same water was influenced by the positive information "Love and gratitude", 
and the structure of the crystal appeared, the water began to radiate another 
creative energy. One image of destruction was replaced by another image of 
creation, and we see"Transformation effect".

In Emoto's laboratory, a photo of a virtual diamond crystal was obtained 
under the influence of positive information "Appreciation and gratitude".
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Rice. five."Appreciation and gratitude"

It is known that light preliminarily passes through bodies, being refracted and partially absorbed in them, or more or 

less fully reflected from their surface. In the vast majority of cases, all such processes lead only to the weakening of certain 

spectral regions and can even completely eliminate some of these regions, but do not add to the light that came from the 

source radiation of those wavelengths that were not in it [7]. In a diamond - a cut diamond crystal, starting from a certain 

angle, light, to the border with air, is reflected entirely in the diamond and has one of the highest dispersion values   among 

minerals. To describe the fraction of light returned to our eye, compared to the amount of incident light, the term "sparkle" is 

used - glow and radiance. The quality of the shine depends on the quantity and quality of light, reflected from the surface of 

this gem (about 17%) and from the inner parts of the diamond (about 80%). Almost 97% of the light returns to the observer's 

eye already in the form of a radiance. Light enters and leaves this crystal in its original form, practically without weakening its 

spectral characteristics. "The energy of the system of particles of a diamond single crystal is minimal and is in the equilibrium 

position [7]." A diamond returns the energy of light, gives it back to space (97%), manifests it, makes light visible. This 

informational effect on water is an attempt to create a virtual single crystal, which is characterized by the effect of "equilibrium 

position [7]". Light enters and leaves this crystal in its original form, practically without weakening its spectral characteristics. 

"The energy of the system of particles of a diamond single crystal is minimal and is in the equilibrium position [7]." A diamond 

returns the energy of light, gives it back to space (97%), manifests it, makes light visible. This informational effect on water is an 

attempt to create a virtual single crystal, which is characterized by the effect of "equilibrium position [7]". Light enters and 

leaves this crystal in its original form, practically without weakening its spectral characteristics. "The energy of the system of 

particles of a diamond single crystal is minimal and is in the equilibrium position [7]." A diamond returns the energy of light, 

gives it back to space (97%), manifests it, makes light visible. This informational effect on water is an attempt to create a virtual 

single crystal, which is characterized by the effect of "equilibrium position [7]".

From the point of view of information, the expression "a crystal clear person" 
becomes clear - this is the quality of being fully permeated with light, being in the 
light, taking primary information through the energy of light from space, 
manifesting it through your consciousness and returning it to space (about 100%), 
and acquiring the appropriate glow.

In the experiment with water in a test tube (Fig. 4), water randomly changes 
its properties, depending on the influencing information (positive or negative), 
which creates a different temporary deep informational connection between the 
hydrogen and oxygen molecule (creative or destructive) and, accordingly, has 
properties of living or dead water. At the same time, regardless of the type of 
information, the organoleptic properties of water are the same in all cases. Man, 
on the other hand, has a distinctive property from other biological objects - the 
property of thinking. He receives information from the surrounding space in the 
form of energy of quanta of light and changes it, refracting it through his 
consciousness. Through the energy of thought, word, psychic energy, a person has 
a direct impact on the state of energy of his own FT and bio-objects of the 
surrounding space. Water,
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bioobjects. Thus, from the perspective of IM, a person / humanity bears personal 
responsibility for their own health and the health of the surrounding space. Hence 
it follows that for life support, preservation of energy-informational homeostasis, it 
is advisable to form creative energy through a positive stereotype of thinking (PM). 
Independent work of a person on level I, from the perspective of the 
multidimensionality of the world, presupposes the need to analyze the negative 
events that have happened, to understand the reasons for their occurrence, to 
understand what stereotypes of negative thinking led him to this problem, to 
extract from all this rational grain (to understand what he is being taught) and 
change the stereotype of thinking in a positive direction. This path of constant 
independent work ultimately leads to the transformation of negative vibrations 
into positive ones,
harmonization, synchronization, polarization of subtle bodies in the rhythm of the 
heart at all levels of the human body (I, II, III), coherence with the harmonizing 
rhythms of the UEIP oscillations.

From the point of view of information and Einstein's formula, the state of 
illness, desynchronosis, disharmony, symmetry can be conditionally described as E 
= mc <2 - E = m2c and as an extreme variant of events, death, when the light fluxes 
leave the FT, and the energy bunch, with its specific spectral characteristics, returns 
to the general light flux of the UEIP. A person creates a situation due to greater 
attachment to material values, material energy (c <2 or m2), therefore, he spends 
his vital energy mainly on material support. Life events are built from the 
understanding, to varying degrees, that matter is primary and consciousness is 
secondary. The formula E = mc2, and a situation of deficiency of the creative, life-
giving power of light energy is created, leading to destructive consequences at the 
levels of FT and life events. In the "VRT" testing mode, general and specific 
indicators are tested in accordance with (mc <2 or m2c) below 80.

The general module of universal thinking (psychic energy of collective 
consciousness, level I determines the state of level II of planet Earth, with the 
subsequent development of the corresponding events on the scale of certain
other regions and the planet as a whole. Desynchronosis, 
symmetry of the subtle body of the planet Earth,
predominantly negative, destructive leading, in turn, 
to cataclysms, epidemics

disharmony, tendencies to 
develop due to
thinking of humanity,

, climate change, etc.
It follows from this that the philosophy of dealing with external influences (IV): evil eye, 
damage, earthquakes, floods, fires, etc. takes a person away from awareness and 
philosophy of interaction. There are only internal reasons - my thoughts, thoughts on 
the scale of a group of people, country, continent, planet, which determine the state of 
human / humanity events. Responsibility for the life of everyone, of all mankind, of the 
planet is borne by each of us - HUMANITY / HUMANITY.
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Rice. 6.The relationship of human / humanity thinking and planetary events

Thus, Man acts as a source and epicenter of events.
An informational negative event works with a warning effect according to the 

"traffic light" principle - and this is a red light. Ignoring red light often leads to 
irreparable consequences. From the point of view of multidimensionality, negative 
events should stop a person from analyzing and realizing his mistakes, changing 
himself and successfully moving along the path of life. The personal work of 
everyone at the informational level leads to the opening of the Sahasrara chakra, 
the opening of the "Sushumna" channel, its conductivity, permeability, the 
alignment of "living magnets" —molecule mediators along the nerve wire for the 
harmonizing energies of the UEIP light quanta. All this creates conditions for the 
development of harmonizing,
synchronizing vibrations at all levels of a person, full-fledged interaction of the 
subtle body (EMF) with FT, a person's stay in the light, in the EEIP, prolonging life, 
improving the quality of life, continuous tissue regeneration, the development of 
positive life events (fate). This is the path of movement of the creative energy of 
light through the tree, only upside down. The state of the tree of life depends on 
what thoughts we water the root system, to what extent the life-giving energy of 
light will flow along the trunk of the tree. From the perspective of 
multidimensionality, a conscious transformation of the stereotype of thinking
man / humanity allows you to independently change your events, your destiny, 
without negative consequences for the surrounding space.

Thus, the main task of a person / humanity is the formation of a positive 
stereotype of thinking that has a healing (be whole, all levels interact), life-giving 
power and correspond - E = mc2. In the "VRT" testing mode, general and particular 
indicators correspond to the value of 80 conv. units

To restore health from the position of myocardial infarction, the following methods of 
therapy are possible:

1. Bioresonance therapy (BRT) according to the method of Yu.V. Gotovsky
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Rice. 7.BRT scheme

The invaluable uniqueness of the BRT technology created by Yu.V. Ready in that 
the device allows you to work with the patient in the modeendogenous therapy,
with his own, self-created vibrations. The therapy is maximally individualized and 
patient-specific. In the process of BRT, the transformation of "D" into "H" occurs. 
The amplitude of "H" -vibrations is amplified with the help of the apparatus, and we 
get a delta in favor of harmonious oscillations - H> D. The apparatus in real time, 
"here and now", harmonizes the energy of the physical body,regardless of changes 
in vibrations of external fields. BRT introduces a person into energy balance, 
contributes to the creation of a virtual crystal, it is possible to restore the 
conductivity of energy channels and create conditions for the free passage of the 
energy of light fluxes. At the same time, it must be remembered that negative 
changes in the subtle body of a person were the result of the impact of negative 
information created by the person himself. Without a person's awareness of what 
happened, the source of negative information and negative fluctuations remains.

From the perspective of MI, the multidimensionality of the world, the following therapy options are 
possible:
1. Conducting only BRT - from session to session. Positive effect

persists for some time. The problem is at best and in most cases comes back and is 
chronic. In the worst case, the information and energy of the problem is 
transferred to another organ, to a family member or just to another person. The 
plot unfolds as in the conditions of conventional chemical medicine. Substitution 
therapy. The effect is createdE = mc2 without realizing the problem that has arisen. 
Patient levels II, III are involved in the therapy process.Polarization EMF at the "FT" 
level due to exposure to the BRT apparatus and the professional skills of the 
doctor. Unstable program.

2. Conduct BRT and explanation to the patient about the multidimensional structure of the world,
understanding the causes of the development of the disease, their awareness, leading 
to a change in the stereotype of thinking and the patient's independent work on 
himself. The pauses between sessions increase. The aggressiveness of the disease is 
significantly reduced. There is practically no transfer of information and energy, since 
the source of negative information and negative vibrations (level I) is connected to the 
therapy process. Doctor and patient- in one team.

All levels of the patient are involved in the therapy process - I, II, III. The information 
and energy space of the patient, the society in which he rotates, the region is changing. 
Effect: E = mc2 created with the awareness of the problem that has arisen
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the patient. the effectpolarization of EMF at the levels of "FT" and consciousness "I",
is formed due to the impact, respectively, of the BRT apparatus,
professional skills of the doctor and work on oneself by the patient himself. BRT 
certainly catalyzes the healing process. An accelerated, sustainable long-term 
program without negative consequences for the patient himself and the 
environment. The possibility is created for the energy of light fluxes to pass at a 
speed squared and with the passage of a certain time and above.

3.A person works on himself on his own, changing the stereotype
thinking (level I), followed by positive energy-informational effects at levels II and 
III. Effect: E = mc2, with the awareness of the problem that has arisen and constant 
work on oneself. The effect of polarization of consciousness (level I) with 
subsequent similar changes at levels II, III. A sustainable long-term program 
without negative consequences for the patient himself and the surrounding space. 
The energy of the light streams pass at a speed squared and higher.

4. Step-by-step application of items 1 to 3 or various combinations
points

Variants, results, duration of therapy depend on the level of the initial 
problem and the degree of the person's readiness to realize the problem, internal 
changes. When the ART indicators reach the level of 80 conv. units, at the end of 
each session, the BRP (bioresonance preparation) is recorded.

Ways to obtain harmonization, synchronization, polarization of the subtle 
(EMF) human body:

1. BRT using various author's techniques.
2. Changing a person's thinking from the perspective of multidimensional understanding

peace, understanding the fact of the EEIP.

3. Spiritual practices (yoga, qigong, reiki, etc.)
4. Adoption of a religion of one of the religious confessions.
Without item 2, all methods do not have a long-term sustainable perspective and 

can have negative consequences both for the patient himself and for the surrounding 
space. Expansion of consciousness leads to an expansion of the volume of memory, to 
the assimilation of more and more information and the disclosure of more and more 
new human possibilities.

In therapy without changing a person's thinking (level I), that is, the source of 
negative information and negative fluctuations remains, from the perspective of 
multidimensionality, the problem returns or migrates:

1. To another organ or organ system.
2. To another member of the family, the family tree.
3. From a physical organ to an event level.
4. From one geographic location to another.
What is dissymetry for, optimal dissymetry (E = mc2) from the position of 

crystals provides: to be in the light - harmony - regeneration -
a life - coherence - creation - evolution (spiral upward).

Symmetry (E = mc <2 - E = m2c) - death of the physical body (as an extreme 
option) - disharmony - degeneration - destruction - destruction - involution -
death (spiral down).

Any therapy, from the point of view of multidimensionality, should be based on
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changing, first of all, the consciousness of a person / humanity, his awareness, to 
the cultivation of a virtual diamond crystal: a change in the information properties 
of water, with subsequent positive energy-informational effects at the level of the 
subtle body and FT, preserving the life of the person himself, humanity and the 
planet as a whole.

To achieve the full health of MAN / HUMANITY, it is necessary to form 
harmonization, synchronization, optimal
dissymetry, polarization through the art of controlling thought, conformity E
= mc2.

Arises
human / humanity:

I am expanding my consciousness.

I am in control of my thoughts.

general a task: extension CONSCIOUSNESS

I am forming a delta of positive thinking.
I form the optimal harmonic oscillation Delta. I go into 
optimal dissymetry.
I am constantly open to light streams, higher, harmonizing vibrations.

I create. I create in myself a virtual diamond crystal. I continue to live on this 
Earth "here and now."

I am expanding my spectrum of the frequency corridor. I change the properties 
of cell memory in the direction of its increase, thereby achieving longevity- continuous 
regeneration and improved quality of life. Or maybe the boundaries of possibilities are 
expanding even further.

Rice. eight.The scheme of the evolutionary development of human consciousness, humanity from 
the standpoint of the rule of the "golden mean", the middle path

Right at the peak of the spiral - (M) - yin energy, a symbol of the material 
understanding of the world, material energy, which has the power of attraction.

Left at the peak of the spiral (C) - yang energy, a symbol of energy WITHveta, spiritual understanding of 
the world, a symbol of the highest manifestation of the energy of the spirit. Light is knowledge
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which
Professional knowledge must be mastered by everyone, since they are the basis of 
material support. At the same time, you need to be able to maintain a golden 
mean, a balance between these categories. To shape your life so as not to go into 
material oversaturation or fanaticism in terms of spiritual development. Only the 
observance of the golden mean will provide a person with balance: the ability to 
virtually stand upright, be open to light streams and progress from one monad of 
the spiral of life to another of a higher order.

Variants of the relationship between the material and spiritual understanding of the world 
(Fig. 8).

1.M = C - There is no delta. This situation can be at the peak of a career, more often in
aged 30-40 years. A person has achieved what he was striving for: profession, 
family, children, etc. All this time there was motivation and interest in promotion 
and development. A state of relative stability sets in. After a while, it gets boring. 
The effect of novelty disappears, the feeling of something for the first time. Search 
begins. Search for either new knowledge, or acute physical, material sensations. 
Relative stability is ending. Choice E = mc2 or E = m2c defines the type of 
relationship with the UESI. The situation is developing "you will go to the right (mc 
<2 or m2c)?"," You will go to the left (mc2)?", You will go straight - you will find 
happiness (part of a unified consciousness)!

2. M> C - Delta destructive, tendency to symmetry. Optionmc <2
or m2c. Leaving for material saturation, oversaturation, searching for thrills, 
investing energy in the material world: hobbies for smoking, alcohol, drugs, 
physical sex, etc. The energy of matter tends to attract more and more. All this 
leads to an energy crisis, an economic crisis (devaluation of true values). A person 
rolls down a spiral at different speeds: a narrowing of consciousness, degradation, 
overlapping of energy centers, channels, BAP, a decrease in the flow of energy of 
light streams - destruction, and as an extreme option-

separation of the subtle body from the dense, death of the physical body
(human / humanity, planet). Separation and isolation from the EEIP.

3. M <C - optimal delta, creative. OptionE = mc2 -
expansion of consciousness, the spectrum of the corridor of frequencies of a 
person / humanity, memory (from 3% to the expansion of memory to 100%) and 
the disclosure of more and more new possibilities of a person through his own 
awareness. A person, observing the rule of the golden mean, builds his rational 
material world and harmoniously comprehends professional and higher spiritual 
knowledge. He knows how to control his thoughts, regulate information flows, 
developing a steady heart rhythm, in the rhythm of the UEIP. All this allows him to 
virtually stand straight, to be balanced, completely open for the free continuous 
passage of the energy of light streams, to connect with light, which will ensure 
continuous regeneration, continuation of life, continuous improvement of the life 
of man / humanity, planet Earth.

4.M <<<<< C - Delta is not optimal. Skew to the left,
mainly in the spiritual understanding of the world. Diminishing the role of material 
energy, yin energy, earth energy, earth magnetism. Who will create the matter that 
we need at this stage of life: food, clothes, shoes,

add up from knowledge spiritual and professional.
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books, etc.? It is necessary to create matter for a prosperous life support. 
Fanaticism. Virtually a person does not stand upright, there is no balance, no 
balance. Consequently, there are no conditions for the free passage of energy 
flows through a dense body. There is no downward spiral, but there is no progress 
up the evolutionary ladder either. Separation from the EEIP to varying degrees.

Rice. nine.The scheme of expanding consciousness, the formation of an optimal delta

The change in the stereotype of thinking is based on the process of 
understanding, analyzing the reasons for the emerging negative events from the 
standpoint of faith, patience, humility, gratitude, gratitude. And this is a big thorny 
path to a true understanding of LOVE, the return of heart rhythm oscillations to a 
synchronized rhythm, with the primary rhythm of the UEIP, which ensures life itself.

Rice. 10."Black Square" (K. Malevich, 1915) or E = m2c

On the canvas, the artist conveyed his inner feelings of the world to what is 
happening in Russia. The skew of the society's consciousness into the material world 
(black square), and a little light (along the perimeter, consciousness) is depicted. “More 
often than not, there is no light in the Russian sky. And the soul has no choice but to 
produce invisible stars from itself. " Option to disconnect from the EEIP. The artist's 
goal is depicted, how to preserve the life of Russia. Trends towards E = m2c. From the 
point of view of energy, physicist A. Einstein and artist K. Malevich brilliantly laconically 
displayed the informational law of the Universe: the law of conservation of energy. The 
right to choose the path of development:mc <2 or m2c (path of destruction, involution) 
- "Matter is primary, consciousness is secondary" or mc2 (the path of awareness, 
creation, evolution) - consciousness is primary, matter is secondary, remains for
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human / humanity. Choosing a path according toE = mc2,
man / humanity, being in continuous interconnection, in resonance with the EEIP, 
preserves his life, the life of the planet, possibly the entire Universe.
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